
5 Reasons
You Can't Keep Ignoring

Internet security



Ignorance is bliss...

I hate accounting, if ever there was something I wish I could
be ignorant of it would be this. It rubs me the wrong way. I at
least maintain a baseline of knowledge because, it's not
something I can ignore...

The same can be said for many of us that use the internet,
ignorance is often the attitude towards many aspects of
internet security. It's too much information and we switch off.  

Online threats aren't going away, itʼs only going to get worse.
Years ago we just had people on the internet, now your car,
doorbell, baby camera and even fridge have joined in on the
fun.

You need to take internet security
seriously, here are 5 reasons
you canʼt keep ignoring it…
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1 Have Your Passwords 
Been Stolen?

Most people have absolutely no idea how to answer this
question... Do you?

Many people use basic passwords often containing a pets

name, a year of birth or even local postcodes. Not only are

these passwords often short and simple but theyʼre quite

easy to guess.

Passwords are often used time and time again for many

different websites on the internet. Guess what? Many

websites are hacked each year and this is one of the primary

ways your passwords are stolen. If itʼs important use a

unique password.

Check www.haveibeenpwned.com to see if your password

has been stolen. If it has, change all of your important

passwords/accounts as quickly as possible!

"The toilets at a local police station have been stolen.
Police say they have nothing to go on."
- Ronnie Barker
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Clickbait advertising is enticing looking pictures with a clever

headline-making you want to click it and find out more.

Sadly, by design, these ads often lead you into danger. 

Even popular websites like MSN news have unknowingly

distributed clickbait advertising causing many people to

have fallen victims to fake virus popups and scams.

Our advice is to cut out the ads, try “Brave” Internet Browser

(brave.com) or search google for “uBlock Origin” extension,

this can be quickly installed for either Chrome/Firefox.

2Do You Really Need All 
Those Ads?

Online advertising can be misleading and often be the
starting point for a scam or computer infection.

"Advertising is legalized
lying." 

- H. G. Wells
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3 Changing Your Email Address
Can Ease Your Pain!

This sounds tough but it really isnʼt. If youʼre using an email
address from your internet service provider (ISP) you really
need to change it.

ISPʼs compete in a commodity market, there isnʼt enough profit

to justify spending to constantly improve their email system

offerings. These rudimentary systems often allow much more

spam and potential viruses/malware to flow into your mailbox.

Free systems like Googleʼs Gmail.com and Microsoftʼs

Outlook.com offer far better spam filtering and security out of

the box. They allow you to add extra layers of protection to your

email like two-factor authentication.

Changing email system is super simple, you create a new email

account with Gmail/Outlook and then ask your ISP to forward all

of your emails to the new account. In time you can update

people of your new address but youʼll still get all the emails sent

to the old address. 

"I get more spam than
anyone I know."
- Bill Gates
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4VPNʼs The Billion-Dollar 
Stitch Up!

Virtual Private Networks or VPNʼs are advertised to offer you greater
security and protection. For the average user, this is total nonsense
and a waste of your money.

Originating in the ʼ90s, designed to let you access your office securely

from outside that private network. It had a genuine use case back then.

Now, all youʼre doing is accessing the internet from a different part of

the world.

Just because you use a VPN doesnʼt magically make your data safe,

your VPN provider might be owned by China (30% of the top VPNʼs

are) and they have some very interesting data access laws.

Many internet browsers “DNS Leak” information about you making the

VPN worthless. 

VPNʼs slow your internet connection because youʼre routing all of your

traffic through to a different location and then back to you. 

"When more than half of the worldʼs online
privacy tools are owned by sources behind the
Great Firewall, we definitely should pay
attention and probably sooner rather than
later." 
- Sam Bocetta
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The only reason we think you should use a VPN is purely for entertainment.
Donʼt think youʼre any safer, you arenʼt.
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5Phone And Tablet Antivirus,
Ok… Sure?

The short of it is if youʼve ever been sold on the idea of needing a
mobile phone or tablet antivirus youʼve been scammed. 

Apple and Google's systems for phones and tablets are very

different from a computers. Phones and tablets keep their

operating system physically separated from the apps. These play

in a “sandbox” environment which means that even if one was a

virus it canʼt physically reach the system.

Keeping your phone/tablets up-to-date is the most impactful way

of achieving device security. We know updates are annoying but

it's super important.

Android users, make sure you have Google Play protect enabled

before downloading any apps. Apple users donʼt have a choice itʼs

always going through the app store which is good from a security

standpoint. 

"The internet may feel pretty safe but in
reality, youʼre generally only a few clicks
away from serious trouble." 
– Colin Brookes 
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Flubot anyone? What happened to all those android 
users protected by "antivirus"?.. Still got infected!
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Ready to level up your
security?

For a limited time
get 20% off 

 
promo code:
5reasons
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